Tevron Announces New Blog as part of their Customer Stories and ROI from the IT /
Application Performance Trenches Blog Series
Topic: Image recognition as the basis for performance & load testing for RDS environments
Nashua, NH. USA – September 5, 2014 – Tevron, the leader in IT performance and end to
end monitoring & testing solutions, today announced a new blog – part of their Customer
Stories and ROI from the QA/Application Performance Trenches series – focused on
performance and load testing for RDS environments.
Software test automation tools built to see Windows objects that require specialized
knowledge to understand and manipulate will not work with Citrix and Microsoft Terminal
Services, leaving you in the dark, and leading to underperforming applications and unsatisfied
customers.
"Organizations that leverage RDS technology are unable to load test their applications using
traditional object-based test automation tools – since no underlying objects or controls are
delivered to the client, instead an image of the application is delivered to the client UI. For
example, one of our customers, Fiserv (Fiserv.com), had a multi-tier Microsoft Silverlightbased architecture, where they were streaming their applications to many Remote Desktop
Windows servers from a common dashboard, and they couldn’t test until CitraTest VU came
along.” The first time they ran a CitraTest VU load test, they were extremely surprised with
the results; they found a major memory hog and the application crashed with only half of the
load originally planned for the test. Had this problem continued undetected, our client would
have severely damaged their revenue and brand since this was an external-facing revenuegenerating application – Jay Labadini, VP of Tevron.
Moreover, Agile development methodologies have drastically increased the velocity of release
cycles, leaving little time to test. Therefore, it’s imperative to automate performance testing to
keep up with rapid development cycles. IT professionals looking to boost application quality
within MTS, Citrix or RDS environments are encouraged to look for a performance and load
testing solution designed to rely on advanced intelligent image recognition capabilities –
automatically built into every test script – to replicate, test and measure any real world
transaction using the actual client interface. And this is exactly what CitraTest VU delivers.
Stay informed of industry insights and IT/QA Best Practices via the Tevron company blog.
Quickly share ideas and feedback with the Tevron team via Twitter at @tevron, on Google+,
and Facebook.
About Tevron (http://www.tevron.com)
Tevron® is a global software company that develops and delivers the most powerful and
comprehensive suite of End To End performance, Application Monitoring Solutions, SLA
(Service Level Agreement) and Automated Testing Solutions available in the world today.
Tevron has successfully delivered enterprise APM & Testing solutions that support every IT
enterprise application to hundreds of customers worldwide.
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